In this paper it is shown that the earth's rigid body (rb) motions can be represented by an analytical set of eigensolutions to the equation of motion for elastic-gravitational free oscillations. Thus each degree of freedom in the rb motion is associated with a rb normal mode. We study both cases of nonrotating and rotating earth models and show that the rb modes do incorporate neatly into the earth's system of normal modes of free oscillation. The excitation formulae for the rb modes are also obtained, based on normal mode theory. Physical implications of the results are summarized and the fundamental differences between rb modes and seismic modes are emphasized. In particular, we ascertain that the Chandler wobble, being one of the rb modes belonging to the rotating earth, can be studied using the established theory of normal modes.
his approach is relevant only indirectly so far as the earth's elastic-gravitational normal modes are concerned.
The present paper is aimed at a theoretical study of the rb motions of idealized yet quite general earth models, for both nonrotating (section 2) and rotating (section 3) cases, from the normal mode point of view. The earth model under consideration is simply an elastic, self-gravitating but otherwise arbitrary body. Since we are concerned with rb motions of the earth as a whole, the rb translational motion of the solid inner core proposed by $1ichter [1961] or the rb motion of the mantle associated with the nearly diurnal free Wobble of the fluid core [see, e.g., Rochester, 1973] are not within the scope of the present study. We shall see, in the light of Newton's third law, that the rb motions are represented by an analytical set of eigensolutions to the linearized equations of motion for elastic-gravitational normal modes. An additional purpose of this paper is to study the excitation of rb modes, again, in the context of the normal mode theory. Thus the excitation formulae of are applied (and extended in some cases) to obtain time domain expressions for the excitation of rb modes by an arbitrary body force.
As usual, we shall decompose the rb motion of a body into a translation of the center of mass (CM) through space, plus a rotation of the body about its CM. It should be remembered that throughout our discussion only infinitesimal displacement will be considered so that the dynamical system stays linear at all times. Since our discussion is quite general, so as to be applicable to infinitesimal motions of any elastic body, we shall often refer to our earth model simply as a "body."
NONROTATING EARTH

Search for RB Modes
The equation of motion governing the infinitesimal free oscillations of a nonrotating earth model, initially at rest in stable equilibrium with respect to an inertial reference frame F o, can be written as 
LS(r, t) + O, 2S(r, t) = O
(1)
where L, the "elastic-gravitational operator," is a linear, selfadjoint, positive semidefinite second-rank tensor operator, and LS(r, t) is the negative of th e elastic-gravitational restoring force per unit mass associated with the displacement S(r, t).
We are interested in normal mode solutions to (1) in the form S(r, t) = un(r) exp (icont) 
Our objective is to find the normal mode solutions that correspond to rb motions. In lieu of a rigorous search (as in section 3 for rotating bodies), we resort to physical reasoning in the present case. Thus, (3) being a simple system, we shall determine its rb modes by inspection. 
where M-x/e is the normalization factor (see below), M is the total mass of the body, and •, 9, • are the unit vectors along the axes of a Cartesian coordinate system for Fo. Eigenfunctions (4) are constant vectors so that every particle in the body undergoes identical displacement while the body retains its orientation in space. Since no elastic-•avitational force on the particles of the body is generated by a rb translation (i.e., Lu•(r) = O), the associated eigenfrequencies must be zero to satisfy (3)'
•r = 0 j = 1, 2, 3
Zero frequencies imply secular motions, as we shall see later. where A, B, C are the principal moments of inertia about the x, y, and z axes, respectively. Equation (6) represents the rb rotations about the three principal axes. Again, there are no elastic-gravitational forces associated with these rb rotations. Therefore, by (3), the rb rotational modes are also of zero eigenfrequency' co• = 0 j = 1, 2, 3
Note that the rb mode eigenfunctions (4) and (6) 
ROTATING EARTH
Search for RB Modes
Let Fn be the (noninertial) reference frame which is rotating uniformly in space at a constant angular velocity •. Suppose our rotating earth model is initially at rest in a stable equilibrium as seen from Fn. Again, we choose our set of Cartesian axes along the three mutually perpendicular principal axes of the body and let the origin be at the CM. In order for the assumed initial conditions to be possible, the direction of the angular velocity 11 must coincide with the principal axis of either the greatest or the least moment of inertia of the body [see, e.g., Landau and Lifshitz, 1960] . Let it be the z axis, i.e., 11 = f•i. The observer will stay in Fn, and the normal modes he sees represent motions of the body with respect to Fn.
Corresponding to (1), we now consider the linearized equation of motion governing the free oscillation displacement field S(r, t) in Fn [see, e.g., Dahlen, 1972] , which can be written as 
LS(r, t) + VIS(r, t). VO(r)] -V. S(r, t
Excitation of RB Modes
As specified in section 3.1, the initial condition of our rotating earth is that it is rotating uniformly at constant angular rate D about the z axis, one of the two stable principal axes. Suppose a body force distribution f(r, t) is applied at time t -0. The subsequent displacement field as seen in Fn due to this source is, according to 
MS3T(t)=[[.•dm•ddz(t-z z) (34) The two equatorial translational modes {(2M)-1/2(• +_ i2•),
+D} are singular modes, and we resort to (33b) for their excitation'
M S1 + 2T(t)= (ii + •)
.
fdmfjdz(t-z) cosf•(t-z)f(ro z) + -ß dm dz (t -z) sin D(t -z) f(ro, z) (35)
Equations (34) and (35) 
CA3(t)=i•.•dm;•dz(t-z)r z) (36) is identical to the z component of (16).
For the tilt over mode {C-•/2(• + i9) x r, +_D•, (33a) gives A•(t) = •-• (• + 99). dm dz sin D(t -+(9•-•9).;dmfjdzcosf•(t-z) z)] (37)
whereas
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this section we shall concentrate on some general physical implications of the results obtained in sections 2 and 3.
RB Modes Versus Seismic Modes
In addition to the six (zero-frequency) rb modes (equations (4)- (7) It is interesting to examine the orthogonality relations (8) (for nonrotating earth) and (31) (for rotating earth) between the set of rb modes and the set of seismic modes, which are due to the self-adjoint nature of the equations of motion (3) and (19), respectively [Dahlen and Smith, 1975; . Thus it can be shown that in both cases, the said orthogonality relation is equivalent to the zero-momentum conditions (40a) and (40b) for seismic modes.
Sources of Excitation and Completeness
As seen above, only external sources are able to excite rb modes. This is in fact evident from the excitation formulae (12) and (16) (for nonrotating earth) and (34)-(38) (for rotating earth). Indeed, an indigenous source generates zero net force and zero net torque at any instant t: 
APPENDIX
In this appendix we derive the excitation formula for the singular modes (specified by (32b)) on a rotating body. For simplicity we shall follow the Laplace transformation procedure proposed in Appendix C of . First, we expand the total displacement field in terms of normal mode eigenfunctions tln(r ) as usual: S(r, t)= • an(t ) Un(r ) 
